The open-pit mining problem is to determine the contours of a mine, based on economic data and engineering feasibility requirements in order to yield maximumpossible net income. This practical problem needs to be solved for very large data sets. In practice, moreover, it is necessary to test multiple scenarios taking into account a variety of realizations of geological predictions and forecasts of ore value.
Introduction
A basic problem faced by the mining industry is the open-pit contour determination. Open-pit mining is a surface mining operation in which blocks of earth are extracted from the surface to retrieve the ore contained in them. During the mining process, the surface of the land is being continuously excavated, and an increasingly deeper pit is formed until the operation terminates. The optimal contour of this mine pit has to be determined prior to the onset of mining operations. To design an optimal pit the entire volume is subdivided into blocks, and the value of the ore in each block is estimated by using geological information obtained from drill cores. Each block has a weight associated with it representing the value of its ore less the cost of excavating the block. There are constraints that specify the slope requirements of the pit and precedence constraints preventing blocks from being mined before others on top of them. Subject to these constraints, the objective is to mine the set of blocks which provide the maximum net bene ts.
A major concern to the mining industry is that for large scale mines the currently available commercial algorithms for solving the open pit mining problem are not satisfactory due to excessive running times. This di culty is exacerbated by the need for extensive planning requiring the exploration of various scenarios and their e ect on all aspects of the operations. A typical scenario analysis calls for varying market prices for the commodity/metal to be mined and its a ect on the pit design, and thus on the production plan. This type of planning for di erent scenarios is called sensitivity analysis.
The most commonly used algorithm by the industry and commercial software, LG algorithm LG64], dates back to 1964. The LG algorithm solves optimally the open-pit mining problem. While the industry has been using the LG algorithm, the open-pit mining problem can also be solved via any maximum ow algorithms. Maximum ow algorithms that are exceptionally e cient have been developed over the last decade, but have gone almost unnoticed by the mining industry. The majority of the approaches used by mining practitioners for solving the problem consist of LG algorithm combined with some variants or heuristics.
The open pit mining problem can be formally represented as a graph problem de ned on a directed graph G = (V; A). Each block corresponds to a node in V with a weight b i representing the net value of the individual block. That value is the di erence between the ore value in the speci c block, and the cost of excavating that speci c block. This weight can be either positive or negative. There is a directed arc in A from node i to node j if block i cannot be extracted before block j. Thus to decide which blocks to extract in order to maximize pro t is equivalent to nding a maximum weight set of nodes in the graph such that all successors of the nodes in the set are included in the set. Such a set is called a maximum closure of G. The open pit mining problem is also known in the mining industry as the ultimate pit problem. Formally:
Problem Name: Open -Pit Mining Instance: Given a directed graph G = (V; A), and node weights (positive or negative) b i for all i 2 V . Optimization Problem: nd a closed subset of nodes V 0 V such that P i2V 0 b i is maximum. This problem is known in the graph theory literature as the maximum closure problem. A closed set of nodes is a set that contains all the successors of the nodes in the set. The objective of the maximum closure problem is to nd a closed set of nodes of maximum sum of weights. Thus the maximum closure and the open pit mining problem are identical.
We refer to the node weighted graph G = (V; A) as the open pit graph. The collection of blocks and their weights is known as the economic block model. Determining the precedence constraints, or equivalently the arcs in the graph, is equivalent to imposing slope requirements. The choice of speci c precedence pattern (or edge pattern) representing slope requirements is usually proprietary to each mining company, and depends on engineering feasibility concerns.
In another paper, Hoc96], we provide a detailed analysis of the theoretical complexity of the LG algorithm. This analysis shows that the original algorithm is not polynomial and has substantially higher complexity than the push-relabel and other polynomial maximum ow algorithms. Complexity however is a worst case concept, so it is not impossible for LG algorithm to run, in practice, faster than push-relabel.
We report here on an extensive empirical study the purpose of which is to determine the practical performance of the Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm ( LG algorithm) that is widely used in the industry, and compare it to the push-relabel algorithm for maximum ow. Since complexity alone does not give the full indication on the practical performance of algorithms, we evaluate here practical issues of preprocessing, parametric and sensitivity analysis, choice of edge pattern to represent a given mine, and how features of the mine data a ect the running times of the di erent algorithms. This study highlights the advantages and de ciencies of each approach. We use the study to select among all possible implementations of the push-relabel algorithm the one that works best for the problem and study the drawbacks and advantages of the LG algorithm. This study serves also to promote better understanding of the push-relabel algorithm and its performance when used in large-scale graphs. The graphs we use in this study are of sizes that vary between 54,000 nodes to 400,000 nodes and up to .7 billion arcs.
We showed in Hoc96] a parametric version of the LG algorithm that works without an increase in complexity compared to a single run. We demonstrate here how to use this algorithm and the e cient parametric push-relabel algorithm GT88] that was devised for solving the maximum ow problem. We analyze preprocessing { a technique that was recommended in the literature { its properties and its validity and study empirically its e ectiveness (Section 8).
The major conclusions derived from the study are that the LG algorithm is slower than all implementations of the push-relabel algorithm we tested; that the LG algorithm is not robust and demonstrates widely variable performance for di erent inputs; that push-relabel is most e ective when applied to the reverse graphs; that the Gap heuristic with the LIFO choice of next vertex are the most e ective strategies; that preprocessing, for reasonable mine data, is an ine ective approach; and that parametric algorithms o er a practical alternative to the repeated solution approaches currently in use. All these conclusions are demonstrated empirically, and the rationale providing the insight to the performance exhibited is extensively detailed.
The experiments reported here were all using a 25Mhz Next computer with 28MB of memory. For the real mine data we used another computer as reported in Section 10. The running times reported do not include input and output times.
The reader may want to access a WWW page for graphical interactive demonstration of the dependence of the optimal pit on the distribution and value of ore in the simpler 2-dimensional case. Use URL http:== www.ieor.berkeley.edu= hochbaum and click on Mining in the Research on the Web list.
The paper is organized as follows. We start o with preliminaries in Section 2 that include the reduction of the open pit mining problem to minimum cut, and introduction of the important features of push-relabel and the LG algorithms. Section 3 reviews the literature of computational studies of algorithms for the open pit mining problem, preprocessing, and the literature on scheduling and sensitivity analysis. In Section 4 we describe how the data for our experiments were generated. In Section 5 we report on the experiments that compare various push-relabel implementations and compare push-relabel to LG. In Section 6 we investigate the performance of LG and nd critical parameters of the input that adversely a ect the performance of the LG algorithm. In Section 7 we study how changes in various mine features in the data a ect the push-relabel algorithm and LG. Preprocessing and its validity are reviewed and proved in Section 8. Empirical results on the performance of preprocessing are reported as well. In Section 9 we present a comparison of a parametric implementation of both push-relabel and LG algorithms to their corresponding versions in which the runs are repeated for each value of the parameter { a practice commonly used. Finally in Section 10 we present the results of runs for real data.
Preliminaries 2.1 Notation
A directed graph on a set of nodes V and a set of arcs A is denoted by G = (V; A). The number of arcs jAj = m and the number of nodes jV j = n. The capacity bound on arc (u; v) 2 A is c(u; v). For P; Q V , the set of arcs going from P to Q is denoted by, (P; Q) = f(u; v) 2 Aju 2 P and v 2 Qg. For P; Q V , the capacity of the cut separating P from Q is, C(P; Q) = P (u;v)2(P;Q) c(u; v).
The open pit mining problem as a minimum cut problem
In formulating the open-pit mining problem, or the equivalent maximum closure problem, each block is represented by a node in a graph, and the slope requirements are represented by precedence relationship described by the arcs of A in the graph. The integer programming formulation of the problem gives away its minimum cut structure. Let x j be a binary variable that is 1 if node j is in the closure, and 0 otherwise. b j is the weight of the node or the net bene t derived from the corresponding block.
Max P j2V b j x j subject to x j ? x i 0 8(i; j) 2 A 0 x j 1 integer j 2 V: Each row of the constraint matrix has one 1 and one ?1 -a structure indicating that the matrix is totally unimodular. More speci cally, it is indicating that the problem is a dual of a ow problem -a minimum cut problem. Johnson John68] seems to have been the rst researcher who recognized the relationship between the open-pit mining problem and the maximum ow problem. This he did by reducing the problem to another closure problem on bipartite graphs. This bipartition reduction involves placing an arc between two nodes of positive and negative weight if and only if there is a directed path leading from the positive weight node to the negative weight node. The latter problem, frequently referred to as the selection problem, he observed, can be solved by the maximum ow problem. That bipartite problem was independently shown to be solved by a minimum cut algorithm by Rhys Rh70] and Balinski Bal70] .
Picard Pic76] demonstrated more directly that a minimum cut algorithm on a related graph solves the maximum closure problem and thus the open-pit mining problem. The related graph G = (Ṽ ;Ã) is constructed by adding a source and a sink node, s and t to the set of nodes V to createṼ = V fs; tg. Let V + = fj 2 V jb j > 0g, and V ? = fj 2 V jb j < 0g. The set of arcs in the related graph,Ã, is the set A appended by arcs f(s; v)jv 2 V + g f(v; t)jv 2 V ? g. The capacity of all arcs in A is set to 1, and the capacity of all arcs adjacent to source or sink is jb v j: That is, c(s; v) = b v for v 2 V + and, c(v; t) = ?b v for v 2 V ? . In the related graphG the source set of a minimum cut separating s and t is also a maximum closure in the graph. The proof of this fact is repeated here for completeness: The source set containing s is obviously closed as the cut must be nite and thus cannot include any arcs of A. So there is no arc of A going from the source set to the sink set. Now let a nite cut be (S; S) in the graphG = (Ṽ ;Ã). The capacity of the cut C(S; S) is, P j2V ? \S jb j j + P j2V + \ S b j = P j2V ? \S jb j j + P j2V + b j ? P j2V + \S b j = B ? P j2S b j ; where B is xed -the sum of all positive weights. Hence minimizing the cut capacity is equivalent to maximizing the total sum of weights of nodes in the source set S of the cut. It thus follows that the source set of a minimum cut is also a closed set of nodes of maximum weight. Figure 1 illustrates the correspondence between a minimum cut (S; S) (the thick arcs) and the maximum closed set { the source set of the cut S.
The push-relabel algorithm
The push-relabel algorithm is an algorithm solving the maximum ow and thus also the minimum cut problem. (Ford and Fulkerson established that maximum ow is equal to minimum cut, FF57] .) The algorithm was rst proposed in a generic form by A. Goldberg, Gol87] . Goldberg and Tarjan GT88] described an implementation of the algorithm using dynamic trees that has particularly e cient running time. With the notation m = jAj and n = jV j the complexity of Goldberg and Tarjan's algorithm is O(nm log n 2 =m), GT88] . We now sketch the algorithm and its important properties that are relevant to our study.
De nition 2.1 A pre ow f is a function on the arcs that satis es the capacity constraint and the relaxed ow balance constraint P w2V f(w; v) P w2V f(v; w) 8v 2 V ? fs; tg. For pre ow f let G f = (V; A f ) be the residual graph: For arc (u; v) 2 A, the arc (u; v) 2 A f if f(u; v) < c(u; v). The residual capacity of the arc is c f (u; v) = c(u; v) ? f(u; v). For (u; v) 2 A the arc (v; u) 2 A f if f(u; v) > 0. The residual capacity of (v; u) is c f (v; u) = f(u; v). De nition 2.2 The excess e f (v) of a node v with respect to ow f is, e f (v) = P w2V f(w; v) ? P w2V f(v; w).
De nition 2.3 A vertex v 6 2 fs; tg is active if e f (v) > 0. An active node is processed by applying to it the push and relabel steps. Removing a node from the list of active nodes is called a discharge step.
The push-relabel algorithm can be viewed as a two-phase algorithm. In the rst phase, the pre ow initialized at the source is pushed to the sink. In the second phase, the excess that cannot get to the sink is returned to the source. The end of the rst phase, phase I, occurs when the labels of all active nodes are n.
The push-relabel algorithm has several nice properties: the label of each node never exceeds 2n + 1; the distance label, when < n, is a lower bound on the distance of the node to the sink; when all active nodes have labels n then the nodes with labels n form the source set of a minimum cut. This latter property can be used when we are only interested in solving the minimum cut problem which is the case here. We can terminate the algorithm after the rst phase without carrying the algorithm to completion. In the implementations of the push-relabel algorithm we use, we indeed run phase I only.
The algorithm can be implemented with di erent strategies. The select step of next active node can be implemented in a FIFO (First In First Out) order, or LIFO (Last In First Out) order. The Relabel step increases the distance label of nodes. The speed of increase of the labels is an important factor determining the running time of the algorithm as the algorithm must terminate by the time all labels exceed 2n. In practice, two heuristics were found to improve the performance of the push-relabel algorithm by speeding up the process of labels' increase. They are the global-relabeling and the gap-relabeling heuristics.
Global-Relabeling Heuristic
The global-relabeling heuristic computes the exact distance labels for all the nodes by performing a breadth-rst-search (BFS) from the sink t. This heuristic is useful because of the \local" nature of the relabeling step: In the relabeling step of the push-relabel algorithm, only one node is relabeled at a time. The distance labels of all the other nodes remain unchanged, including every node whose current path to the sink passes through the relabeled node. After a number of relabeling steps, many of the nodes may have distance labels whose values are much lower than their actual distances to the sink. A large number of relabeling steps would then have to be performed to increase the distance label of each of these nodes to the actual length of the shortest path from the node to the sink. These relabeling steps can be eliminated by performing a global-relabeling, which immediately resets the distance labels of all the nodes to their actual distances to the sink.
The origin of global-relabeling heuristic is not clear. It was mentioned in Goldberg's dissertation in 1987, Gol87], and was also used by Grigoriadis about the same time.
Indeed, it appears that global-relabeling improves the runtime performance of the pushrelabel algorithm: Anderson and Setubal AS93], Nguyen and Venkateswaran NV93], and Badics and Boros BB93] all reported the importance of including a global-relabeling procedure. Still, performing BFS on the entire graph is time-consuming, so global-relabeling is only performed periodically. To ensure that it is applied at regular intervals, a common strategy is to perform a global-relabeling step every n discharge steps, where n is in the range 0:4jV j; : : :; 4jV j] for the network G = (V; E). Badics and Boros BB93] stated that for di erent values of n within this range, the running times in their computational experiments were almost identical. Anderson and Setubal AS93] also stated that for n at the values jV j=2, jV j, and 2jV j, the variations in the running times were small.
Gap-Relabeling Heuristic
In the generic push-relabel algorithm ow is pushed from a node labeled d to a node labeled d?1. A property of the push-relabel algorithm is that an arc exists in the residual graph only if the di erence in labels of its endpoints is at most 1. So if there is a node labeled d but no node labeled d ? 1 then there is no path in the residual graph where the rst node can push ow to the sink { there is a gap between the label d and smaller labels. The label of the node labeled d can then be correctly increased to jV j = n. This gap-relabeling heuristic was introduced by Derigs and Meier DM89] . We now explain this heuristic formally:
De nition 2.6 Given a network G = (V; E), let g be a pre ow and d a valid labeling with respect to g. We call z 2 f1; 2; : : :; jV j ? 1g a gap if d(v) 6 = z 8v 2 V and 9w 2 V such that d(w) > z.
When a gap z is found, the following gap-relabeling step is performed: 8v 2 V , Let X be the set of nodes with distance labels greater than z. Since there are no residual arcs (i; j) such that i 2 X, j 6 2 X, and since the sink t 6 2 X, there are no directed paths from the nodes in X to the sink in the residual network. Any node which does not have a path to t should have a distance label that is greater than jV j ? 1, the maximum length of a path from a node to t. By setting the distance label of each node i 2 X to jV j, the gap-relabeling step eliminates all the intermediate relabeling steps necessary to increase the distance labels of these nodes from their current values to jV j.
A sketch of Lerchs Grossmann's algorithm
A detailed description and analysis of the LG algorithm is available in Hoc96]. Here we only provide the necessary basics to enable the interpretation of the algorithm's performance.
The
LG algorithm maintains at each iteration, a collection of node sets, D with the property that in the related graphG, C(s; D) > C(D; t) (sum of capacities of arcs from source to D is greater than the corresponding sum of capacities from D to the sink). Such sets are then candidates to be part of the source set of the cut. The LG algorithm could be viewed as a dual algorithm that works with a super-optimal yet infeasible solution. At each state of the algorithm there is a partition of the set of nodes to a collection of subsets some of which are called strong and others are called weak. The incumbent candidate for maximum closure is the union of the strong subsets, each of which having incapacity larger than outcapacity. This union of subsets is not necessarily a closed set, but its total weight can only be greater than that of the optimal solution.
The LG algorithm works with the graph G = (V; A) to which a root node r is added. That graph does not contain a source and a sink s and t. It will be convenient to refer in this section to a strong node as s which should not be confused with the source set of the related graph discussed in the earlier section.
At each iteration the algorithm creates a spanning forest, called a normalized tree, containing a subset A 0 of the arcs A. The tree is constructed with the property that a maximum closed set in the tree is easily identi able. That identi ed set however is not necessarily closed in the graph G = (V; A). However, according to Lemma 2.1 its value is only greater than that of an optimal closed set in G. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of identifying closure infeasibilities and updating the tree while reducing the gap between the value of the super-optimal solution and the optimal feasible solution.
The normalized tree created is the spanning forest in G appended with a root at a dummy node r (which according to acceptable standards for tree data structures is considered to be at the top of the tree). The normalized tree thus spans all the vertices of V . Let e k = k;`] be an edge in T such that`is the parent of k.
De nition 2.7 The edge e k de nes a branch, the subtree rooted at k. The branch is denoted by T k = (X k ; A k ), where X k is the set of nodes in T k and A k is the set of arcs in T k .
De nition 2.8 The mass M k of a branch T k is the sum of the weights of all the nodes in T k .
The edge e k is said to support the mass M k .
An edge of the tree either points towards the root (upwards) or points away from the root (downwards). To distinguish the orientation of the edges with respect to the root in a particular tree, the following de nitions are used in LG64]. They used the notation of p-edge and m-edge where p and m stand for plus and minus.
De nition 2.9 An edge pointing away from the root is a p-edge, and an edge pointing towards the root is an m-edge. Accordingly, the branch de ned by a p-edge is a p-branch and the branch de ned by an m-edge is an m-branch. De nition 2.10 A p-edge is strong if it supports a mass that is strictly positive. An m-edge is strong if it supports a mass that is zero or negative. Edges that are not strong are said to be weak. De nition 2.11 A branch is strong if the edge that de nes it is strong, otherwise it is weak. De nition 2.12 A vertex i is strong if there is at least one strong edge on the undirected path in T joining i to the root r. Vertices that are not strong are said to be weak. De nition 2.13 A tree is normalized if the root r is an endpoint of all the strong edges.
That is, for every strong edge i; j], either i = r or j = r. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of identifying an infeasibility in the form of an arc from a strong node to a weak node. The existence of such an arc indicates that the set of strong nodes is not closed and the algorithm may not terminate. The arc is then added in and the tree is updated. The update consists of recomputing the masses of nodes, and removing any strong edges that were created along with the branches they de ne to become adjacent to the root.
An iteration involves three major operations: 1. Merger: adding an arc from a strong branch S to a weak branch W and removing the arc from the root of the subtree S to the root; Since the basic mining problem is equivalent to the maximum closure problem, algorithms that solve maximum ow could be used for the mining problem. There is a vast literature on the maximum ow problem and very e cient versions have been developed recently. Yet, while the LG algorithm was extensively studied in the mining literature, there was no work on other maximum ow algorithms for the open pit mining problem till the early 1990s.
Yegulalp and Arias YA92] and Yegulalp et al. YAMX93
] conducted computational experiments to compare the performance of a variant of the push-relabel maximum ow algorithm, the excess-scaling algorithm, AO89], and the LG algorithm. Yegulalp and Arias YA92] showed that Whittle Programming Pty. Ltd.'s implementation of the LG algorithm has faster computation times than their own implementation of the excess-scaling algorithm. Their experiments showed that in the majority of the 11 runs, the LG algorithm is approximately twice as fast as the excess scaling algorithm. Then in a later paper YAMX93], Yegulalp et al. showed that the reverse is true. However, the computational experiments reported in YAMX93] are incorrect (they bounded the distance label of the nodes by 12 instead of allowing it to go up to the number of nodes or more. This resulted in sending ow from source to sink only along paths of length 12 or less.)
Up till the early 1980s, heuristic algorithms were widely used in the mining industry because they execute faster and are conceptually simpler than optimizing algorithms (that deliver an optimal solution). With advances in computer technology optimizing algorithms became commonplace. Whittle Programming Pty. Ltd.'s commercial open pit optimization package Lerchs and Grossman 3-D, which uses the LG algorithm, has become the most popular package in the mining industry, with a 4-D version to support sensitivity analysis. Other commercial packages include MULTIPIT, which uses Francois-Bongarcon and Guibal's algorithm F-BG82], and PITOPTIM, which uses a maximum ow algorithm.
As Whittle pointed out in Whit89], the di erence in value between an open pit design based on an optimal pit and one based on a pit obtained from a heuristic algorithm can be several percent, representing millions of dollars. An example given in Whit89] showed that the di erence was 5%. The heuristics that were used for the example were not speci ed.
Preprocessing
Preprocessing was introduced by Barnes and Johnson BJ82] . The idea is to identify blocks that easily can be eliminated from any optimal pit. Once identi ed, these blocks can be removed from the candidate set of blocks without a ecting the optimal solution. Thus, the problem size has been reduced, and the practical running time of any open pit mining algorithm can be improved.
For preprocessing to be worthwhile, the preprocessing algorithm has to be e ective in reducing the problem size and e cient in terms of computation time so that applying it prior to the open pit (or ultimate pit limit) algorithm will result in a reduction in the overall computation time.
Giannini et al. GCKC91] conducted computational experiments and showed that preprocessing the input data can lead to a substantial reduction in the number of blocks in the economic block model and in the computation time required to compute the optimal pit contour. The preprocessing algorithm that they used is presented by Caccetta and Giannini CG85] . We describe the preprocessing approach and its validity in Section 8.
Heuristic algorithms
Most heuristic algorithms proceed by identifying ore blocks and then checking if one or more of these blocks together have a combined weight that is higher than the total cost of excavating their overlying blocks.
A terminology frequently used in the mining industry is that of cone and base. Given a block b and a safe slope requirement, the set of blocks that must be excavated before b form a cone with b at its base.
A cone is a block and all its successors. The moving cone method (described e.g. in Pana65]) is to search for cones in which the total weight of all the blocks in the cone is positive. These cones are added to the already generated pit. The algorithm terminates when no more cones can be added. It is easy to devise an example where no positive weight cone exist while still there is an optimal solution of arbitrarily high value, thus demonstrating that this algorithm is not an optimizing algorithm. The heuristic idea lies in the assumption that every cone in the optimal pit is pro table, whereas in fact an optimal pit may consist of a collection of cones none of which alone is of positive value, but together the cones share negative value blocks and have total weight which is positive.
Robinson and Prenn's algorithm RP77] checks each cone that has an ore block as its base. If the total weight of all the nodes in the cone is positive, then the nodes are removed from the graph. All the removed nodes together form the nal pit. As noted above, such an algorithm may deliver a nonoptimal solution.
Koborov's algorithm Kob74] attempts to improve on the moving cone method by checking cones with an ore block as its base block. The idea is that an ore block generates pro t that pays for the cost of removing its overlying waste blocks those of negative weight. So the algorithm \charges" an ore block for its overlying waste blocks. This is done by decreasing the ore block's weight and increasing the waste block's weight by the same amount. All cones that have a base block with a positive weight at the end of the algorithm are included in the nal pit.
Dowd and Onur DO92] developed a modi ed version of Koborov's algorithm that is claimed to nd an optimal pit. Their computational experiments show that it is faster than their implementation of the LG algorithm.
Other heuristic algorithms include the dynamic programming methods of Johnson 
Optimizing algorithms
One variant of the LG algorithm was developed by Zhao and Kim ZK92] . As in the LG algorithm, the blocks in the model are partitioned into subsets. The main di erence between the two algorithms is in the way that the blocks are regrouped after it has been discovered that a block in a pro table set lies beneath a block in a unpro table set.
The complexity of Zhao and Kim's algorithm has never been analyzed, and there is no indication that this algorithm's method of regrouping the blocks is more e cient than Lerchs and Grossmann's LG algorithm. Their method however is simpler and easier to understand compared to the LG algorithm. No direct computational comparison between the two algorithms was provided in the paper.
Vallet Val76] proposed an interesting variant of the LG algorithm. Rather than partitioning the nodes into strong and weak (which are subsets of nodes of total positive weight and negative weight respectively, see Section 2.4 for de nitions), Vallet classi es the sets based on the average weight { the ratio B=V , where B is the total weight and V the volume of the set. He refers to this ratio as strength. If a block in a set with higher strength lies beneath a block in a set with lower strength, then the two sets are merged and possibly regrouped. The ratio classi cation does not a ect the status of subsets as strong or weak. It only a ects the order of processing the merger arcs.
Other researchers made use of maximum ow algorithms to solve the open pit mining problem. Giannini et al. GCKC91] developed the software package PITOPTIM which uses Dinic's maximum ow algorithm for computing the optimal pit contour. Computation times for their implementation were given in GCKC91], but there were no comparisons with other algorithms.
Huttagosol and Cameron HC92 ] formulated the open pit mining problem as a transportation problem. The objective of the transportation problem is to assign shipping quantities from a set of suppliers (sources) to a set of consumers (destinations) so that all demands are met, while at the same time supplies are not exceeded and the total shipping cost is minimized. This is e ectively the bipartite reduction described earlier. Huttagosol and Cameron proposed using the network simplex method for solving the problem. Their computational experiments show that the network simplex is slower than the LG algorithm.
Sensitivity analysis and scheduling algorithms literature
Parametric (or sensitivity) analysis is often called for in the process of planning in the mining industry. Typical parameters include the unit sale price of the processed ore, or the unit cost per processing capacity. Parametric and sensitivity analysis have been of major concern and importance for the industry. The parametric implementations reported to date have running times that are considerably greater than that required to solve for a single scenario. In Hoc96] we report a theoretically e cient parametric implementation of the LG algorithm that has the same complexity as a single value run of the LG algorithm. Here we report on the practical performance of this implementation. Parametric algorithms for maximum ow were never previously implemented and tested for the open pit mining problem to the best of our knowledge. The study in this paper of the practical performance of the parametric LG algorithm and a parametric version of the push-relabel algorithm appears to be the rst conducted for the mining problem.
Comprehensive planning is crucially dependent on the ability to conduct sensitivity analysis in order to explore various scenarios and their e ect on aspects of the operations. A common practice in the mining industry is to perform sensitivity analysis by repeated applications of an algorithm that computes a single optimal pit. Solutions are derived for di erent sets of input parameters and their impact is then evaluated. In the following example a sensitivity analysis is required for variations in b i , the weight of the ith block. This is typically computed by the following formula: b i = extract(i) recovery price ? ore(i) proc cost ? volume(i) mine cost;
(1) where extract(i) is the weight (in tons) of extract contained in block i, recovery is the recovery rate, price is the commodity price (per ton) of the extract, ore(i) is the amount of ore contained in block i in tons, proc cost is the cost of processing a ton of ore, weight(i) is the weight of block i in tons (which is typically constant), and mine cost is the cost of mining a ton of rock.
When performing sensitivity analysis, one of the elements in the block value formula, , is identi ed as the parameter of interest, and its e ect on the optimal pit is analyzed. The formula can then be expressed as b i ( ) = c i + d i , where c i represents the terms that are independent of and d i represents the terms that are linearly dependent on . The problem should then be repeatedly solved and evaluated for a range of values of .
An important observation is that for a monotone sequence of parameter values, the sequence of generated pits is nested. This means that a pit evaluated for a value of that has higher bene ts per block, contains the pit that is evaluated for a lower value of .
A substantial body of literature was devoted to issues of scheduling for the open pit mining problem. Due to computational di culties scheduling is usually done by employing various methods to generate nested pits. This use of nested pits links the scheduling decisions to sensitivity analysis.
Based on the idea that mining the most valuable ore rock as early as possible would maximize the net present value (NPV), several algorithms were devised to generate a series of nested pits P 1 P 2 : : : P`such that B 1 =V 1 > B 2 =V 2 > > B`=V`, where B 1 denotes the total bene t of all the blocks in pit P 1 , V 1 denotes the volume of pit P 1 , and B i and V i denote the total bene t and volume of pit (P i ?P i?1 ), i = 2; : : :;`, respectively. In other words, pit P 1 has the highest bene t-to-volume ratio while P`has the lowest bene t-to-volume ratio.
De nition 3.1 The computation of a series of nested pits P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P`such that B 1 =V 1 > B 2 =V 2 > > B`=V`, is called parameterization. Lerchs and Grossmann LG64] suggested that parameterization can be performed by repeated applications of their algorithm for computing a single optimal pit. Lerchs and Grossmann's method for parameterization begins with de ning a sequence of parameter values 1 > 2 > > q . Then for each k , the node weights in G are modi ed to b i ? k , 8i 2 V , and LG algorithm is applied to compute the optimal pit P k . If k is su ciently large, then fewer blocks would be contained in P k than in P k?1 . It can be shown that the set of blocks in P k?1 that is not in P k is a set that has a lower bene t-to-volume ratio than the set of blocks in P k .
Vallet Val76] developed algorithms that generate the series of nested pits by searching, at each stage, for the pit with the highest bene t-to-volume ratio among all the feasible pits in the graph. Having found this pit, the current stage is complete, and the pit is removed from the graph before the next stage is begun. (This approach is e ectively the same as the repeated applications for parameterization of Lerch and Grossman.)
Taking a di erent approach, Dagdelen, Francois-Bongarcon and Guibal DF-B82], F-BG84], F-BG82] proposed the elimination of all economic parameters from the input data. An argument in favor of this approach is that the costs involved in mining and processing the ore vary with the project size and production rate, and cannot be accurately determined before knowing the contour of the ultimate pit. Instead of having a value that represents the economic potential of the block, they proposed that blocks should have values that represent the ore content and the recoverable metal quantity. They presented an algorithm that generates a series of nested pits P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P`such that Q 1 =V 1 > Q 2 =V 2 > > Q`=V`, where Q 1 and V 1 denote the total metal content and volume of pit P 1 , and Q i and V i denote the total metal content and volume of pit (P i ? P i?1 ), i = 2; : : :;`, respectively. Note that while bene t is any real number, the metal content is always nonnegative.
De nition 3.2 The computation of a series of nested pits P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P`such that Q 1 =V 1 > Q 2 =V 2 > > Q`=V`, is called reserve parameterization.
The rationale for parameterization is that mining the most valuable ore rock as early as possible would maximize the net present value (NPV). The goal is to generate a series of nested pits P 1 P 2 : : : P q such that B 1 =V 1 > B 2 =V 2 > > B q =V q , where B 1 denotes the total bene t of all the blocks in pit P 1 , V 1 denotes the volume of pit P 1 , and B i and V i denote the total bene t and volume respectively of pit (P i ?P i?1 ), i = 2; : : :; q. In other words, pit P 1 has the highest bene t-to-volume ratio while P q has the lowest bene t-to-volume ratio.
After this series of pits is generated, the economic parameters of mining and processing costs can then be added to the model to de ne an economically optimal pit. The generation of this series of nested pits is done using heuristic approaches.
Francois-Bongarcon and Guibal's algorithm is implemented in the open pit software package MULTIPIT. Coleou Col89] states that MULTIPIT is faster in generating a series of pits than repeatedly applying the LG algorithm. Coleou Col89] also reviews the methodologies and applications of reserve parameterization.
Recall that the purpose of using a series of nested pits in mine sequencing is to reduce the complexity caused by problem size. However, if the increment in the number of blocks from pit P i to pit P i+1 in the series is large, then the problem size would still be large. To minimize this di culty, Wang and Sevim WS93] developed a heuristic algorithm for generating a series of pits such that the number of blocks between two consecutive pits is not greater than a prede ned value. This problem is NP-hard: The problem of nding a set of blocks to excavate that does not include more than a prescribed number of blocks is solvable by any algorithm that solves minimum cut in a closure graph with bounded source set, which is a known NP-hard problem. (To check on this statement the reader may wish to consult GJ79]'s discussion on minimum cut into bounded sets ND17]. That proof applies to cuts in general graphs and not necessarily in closure graphs. We have a proof that applies directly to closure graphs, by reducing the maximum clique problem to the bounded maximum closure problem. The details are omitted.)
In Wang and Sevim's algorithm, each pit in the series is estimated to contain the highest quantity of metal among all feasible pits of the same size. The idea of the heuristic is to eliminate a subset of blocks of low metal value without violating contour constraints. Starting from the bottom layer, the algorithm identi es the sets of blocks that can be eliminated without violating the contour constraints and computes their metal quantities. Among these blocks, the set containing the prede ned number of blocks k that has the least metal quantity is removed from the set of K candidate blocks. The remaining blocks form the pit of size K ? k that has heuristically high metal quantity among all feasible pits of size K ? k. This process is repeated to compute the rest of the pits in the series, where at iteration i, the pit of size K ? i k that is likely to have high metal quantity is found.
Comprehensive modeling
A comprehensive model of the mining operations scheduling has been seldom addressed. One such e ort originated with Johnson John68] who has formulated the entire mine planning problem. This model incorporates scheduling and capacity issues formulated as a linear programming problem. In his formulation, the mining project is divided into periods, and the operational conditions in each period are speci ed as constraints. The optimal solution maximizes the NPV (net present value) and indicates the set of blocks that should be excavated in each period. These sets of blocks de ne a series of nested pits. The solution also indicates how each excavated ore block should be processed. This formulation, however, generates a large number of constraints and variables and is very di cult to solve. For example, a problem with 50,000 blocks (which is considered in practice to be a small problem) and ve scheduling periods, can have as many as 500,000 variables and at least as many constraints DJ86]. Moreover, the linear programming formulation does not take into account the 0-1 integer requirement of some of the variables, and thus, if solved, delivers only a heuristic solution.
Data Generation
To compare the performance of the di erent implementations, we ran the algorithms on a set of real mine data and on sets of generated data. The generated data was used to control the characteristics the mine (and graph) so as to demonstrate the measured e ect on the performance of the algorithms. The mine characteristics that were controlled and varied include the number of ores, their spatial distribution, mineralization, concentration, size of individual clusters, and mine size.
The characteristics of the generated data emulate those of a copper mine in Canada. That copper mine has 16,800 blocks, with 14 layers and 30 40 blocks per layer. Within the mine, there are clusters of ore rock. The size and shape of the ore clusters vary, and sometimes two or more clusters overlap. Within some ore clusters, there are regions with high concentrations of ore. The weights of the positive blocks in these regions are much higher than the weights of the surrounding positive blocks. For the waste blocks, the negative weights decrease from the top layer down, but are constant within a layer. This re ects the fact that excavation costs are higher for blocks that are deeper in the ground, but are roughly the same for blocks in the same layer.
In generating our data, all the parameters|the number of ore clusters in the mine, the size and shape of the ore clusters, the weights of the blocks |mimic this type of mine data. In the rst set of generated data we have mines on three-dimensional array of blocks with 20 layers, 45 rows and 60 columns. The size of the generated mines is thus 54,000 blocks. That translates to 54,000 nodes in the ow graph.
There are 10 mines generated for each block value distribution -low, medium and high. The basic runs provide the mean and the standard deviation for each such set of 10 mines run on the graph and the reverse graphs.
Generation of Ore Clusters
A real ore cluster is a collection of contiguous blocks with positive (non-zero) metal value. We generate them so they resemble real ore clusters. To do that we generate the position of a block anchoring each cluster randomly. Each layer consists of intervals the endpoints of which are determined by a random shift away from this anchor block. The shift is selected randomly while ensuring that there is overlap between any pair of spatially adjacent interval to assure contiguity. The random selection of the translation of blocks in each layer follows a bell-shaped distribution. The distribution functions used are discrete. While we provide here only a sketchy qualitative description of the ore clusters generation, we maintain the detailed distribution tables used, and will provide them upon request. Once the ore blocks have been determined, the ore value in each block is also generated randomly so that the concentration is smaller close to the margins of the clusters, and higher towards the center of the ore cluster. Here too we used discrete distribution functions. There are three distribution functions, each for high, medium and low value of ore.
Edge pattern generation
There are several types of edge patterns used to enforce the necessary slope requirement. A common one is called the 1:5:9 pattern. In this pattern the successors of a node follow a di erent pattern from an odd layer than those from even layer. The block marked x in Figure 3 (a) has for successors blocks a through e in the next layer up. Block c in the even layer has 9 successors 1 through 9 in the odd layer above it.
Another common pattern is the Knights's move. Here each block marked x has for successors the shaded nodes in the two layers above it in Figure 3 (b) . Notice that since each node that is a successor of x in the rst layer above has cross-like set of successors in the layer above it, then in particular the successors of node x, that are two layers above in layer`, include all nodes in the square in the gure except for the four corners. Another pattern involving 22 successors per block will be mentioned later. In the set of basic experiments we use the 1:5:9 pattern. To account for the di erences in programming style between our LIFO program GOLD's FIFO we also programmed the FIFO push-relabel which emulates the GOLD program. We ran the push-relabel algorithm in phase I only, as per the discussion in Section 2.3. The results for the push-relabel algorithm with the various strategies are shown in Table 1 . The notation we use to distinguish the push-relabel algorithms is:
Pr: pre ow; F: FIFO; L: LIFO; Gl: global-relabeling; Gp: gap-relabeling; D: DIMACS.
We used FIFO GOLD once with the global relabeling heuristic only, and another time with the global and gap relabeling procedures. The more e cient of the two, with global relabeling only, we programmed in order to unify our comparison scheme and ensure that the improvements we observed in the version of LIFO that we programmed are not due to our particularly e cient (or ine cient, as it turns out) software design. As it turns out, our program for the same implementation of push-relabel with global (PrGl) is inferior to the DIMACS version (compare PrFGlD to PrFGl in Table 1 ), which serves only to strengthen our claim that the LIFO strategy with the Gap heuristic (which we programmed) is the better approach to use. Our results for the three FIFO implementation and the two LIFO implementations are reported in Table 1 . Each entry is the average of the runs on 10 mines of size 54,000 each.
Among the three FIFO implementations PrFGlD, which is the Global only GOLD program, is the fastest. All implementations perform consistently better on the reverse graphs. This is to be expected, as the cut capacity at the sink is less than that at the source. In terms of the economic block model of a mine that means that the total negative weight of the waste blocks is less in absolute value than the total weight of the positive candidate blocks. This should generally hold true for an economically viable mine.
The push-relabel algorithm pushes rst an amount of ow that is equal to the capacity of the arcs adjacent to the source. When this is much larger than the capacity at the sink, then most of the ow contributes to keeping nodes active, and the algorithm does not terminate until the label of these nodes exceeds n. On the other hand, if we start from the sink, then most pre ow can be pushed all the way to the source in the reverse graph as there is su cient capacity to dispose of the excess. An example of this phenomenon is provided in Figure 4 . In an economic block model, if the number of groups of ore blocks that are pro table to mine is high, then it would be bene cial to reverse the corresponding open pit network. This is con rmed by our experimental results. For the high value ore blocks case, the number of groups of ore blocks that are pro table to mine is highest, and the reduction in the running time when the reverse graphs are used is also highest. For the high value ore blocks distribution, the average running time of PrFGlD is decreased by 46.35% when the reverse graph is used. For these cases, the average number of discharge steps is decreased by 46.2%.
We now compare the performances of the best FIFO and LIFO strategies, PrFGl and PrLGp. On the original graphs, the average running time of PrLGp is virtually the same as that of PrFGl for the low value distribution, but is better|17% and 20% faster respectively| for the medium and high value distributions. The better performance for the medium and high value distributions is linked directly to the occurrence of gaps. Without global-relabeling, gap-relabeling is the only step in which a set of distance labels is increased; and a gap-relabeling step is only applied when a gap is discovered. When the positive block weights are increased in the medium and high value distributions while the negative block weights remain constant, the paths to the sink in the corresponding open pit networks are more likely to be saturated, making the occurrence of gaps more likely. In the reverse graphs the e ect is the oppositefewer gaps for the medium and high distributions compared to the low distribution.
Note that the Gap heuristic performs well with the LIFO strategy but not with FIFO. Indeed, the FIFO strategy selects each of the active nodes in the queue in turn and performs a push/relabel step. If the number of active nodes is large, a large set of nodes might be relabeled. On the other hand, in the LIFO strategy, the push/relabel actions are repeatedly applied to the node at the top of the stack. No action is performed on the nodes in the rest of stack until they rise to the top. Thus, when the LIFO strategy is used, the values of the distance labels may extend over a wider range and may be more scattered than when the FIFO strategy is used. This makes the occurrence of gaps more likely with a LIFO vertex selection strategy, thus the gap relabeling pushes up labels faster and speeds up the algorithm.
Global-relabeling also makes the occurrence of gaps less likely, since nodes that are disconnected from the sink are identi ed in the global-relabeling process.
These observations are con rmed in our experiments where we count the number of gaps found in each run of the FIFO strategy. The averages on the number of gaps found are reported in Table 2 
Comparing push-relabel and LG algorithms
We checked two possible implementations of the LG algorithm. In one we chose not to update the status of nodes until they are used in a merger. In the other, the status is updated at every iteration. The latter version was faster than the delayed update version by a factor of more than 2. We thus consider the LG algorithm and report only on the node update version. The results of LG algorithm are compared to the best push-relabel algorithm PrLGp. It is evident that push-relabel is signi cantly more e cient than the LG algorithm as reported in Table 3 . Further runs in which we vary features of the data all indicate that not only is push-relabel more e cient, but also LG algorithm is not robust and tends to exhibit variable and unstable performance with changes in the input data. The table includes a column for w + w ? the purpose of which is to be explained in the coming section.
We analyze in the next section the major factors in the input data that a ect the performance of the LG algorithm.
Input features a ecting LG algorithm
The complexity analysis of LG algorithm ( Hoc96] ) indicates that the number of iterations depends on the total weight of the positive nodes { O( P i2V + b i ), where V + = fj 2 V jb j > 0g.
The experimental results in Table 3 appear to indicate that the running time of LG decreases as the positive block weights increase, which is contradictory to the theoretical complexity of the LG algorithm. In this section, we discuss the causes of this phenomenon.
Recall that in each iteration of the LG algorithm, a merger arc (s; w) is found that connects a strong branch to a weak one. In order to renormalize the tree, the masses of nodes (or arcs)
are scanned along the merger path that traverses from the root of the strong branch to s and then from w to the root of the weak branch. The amount of work per iteration thus depends on the sizes of the weak and strong branches. Branch size is also related to the number of iterations of the algorithm. At the start of the LG algorithm, each node constitutes a separate branch. At each iteration, the LG algorithm adds at most one edge to the normalized tree. Hence, branch sizes can only become large after a large number of iterations. Whether the sizes of the branches would become large is determined by the various characteristics of the graph.
A major factor a ecting a strong branch size is the number of negative nodes that a positive node can \support" and still remain strong. That means that the weight of the node is positive and larger than the absolute value of the sum of weights of the negative weight nodes together with it in the same branch. Similarly, a weak branch is large if the weight of the negative nodes it contains can support many positive weight nodes and still remain nonpositive. We illustrate this with examples in Figure 5 .
In Figure 5 (a), each of the positive nodes A and B has a weight that is higher than the sum of the weights of its descendants. Therefore, in the normalized tree, the branch containing A and the branch containing B are able to support these weak nodes and remain strong, keeping the sizes of the branches small, as shown in Figure 5 (a). In Figure 5 (b), the reverse is true: each of the nodes A and B has a weight that is lower than the sum of the weights of its descendants, and the branches containing these nodes become weak. As a result, the branch containing node C must combine with these two weak branches to form a strong branch, creating a much larger branch. When it is necessary for a group of positive blocks to be combined to o set the negative weights of their descendants, the branches tend to be large. Of course, if the weights of all the nodes A, B, and C are much lower than the weights of their descendants, then all the nodes would become weak. In this case, the branch sizes would be kept small. To approximate the number of negative nodes that a positive node can support and still remain strong, we use the ratio R = w + =w ? , where w + is the average weight of all the positive nodes in the graph and w ? is the absolute value of the average weight of all the negative nodes. The branch sizes are also a ected by the outdegree of each node and the ratio of positive nodes to the total number of nodes in the graph. To illustrate this consider the following scenario: Suppose the ratio R = q, the average number of outgoing edges from each node is less than q, and there is an equal number of positive nodes and negative nodes. (This is the case in Figure 5 (a).) Then we estimate that each positive node should be able to support the negative nodes that it has arcs to, and branch sizes would remain small. On the other hand, when R = q and there is an equal number of positive nodes and negative nodes, but the average outdegree is at least 2 q, then each positive node is not able to support on average the negative nodes that it has arcs to, and branch sizes tend to become large.
To see the e ect of R on branch sizes, let the set of edges and the number of positive nodes be xed. As the value of R increases from 0, the branch sizes would increase, leading to an increase in the computation time. At some value of R, R , the branch sizes would start to decrease, leading to a decrease in the computation time, as in the graph below. The example in Figure 5 shows a decrease in branch sizes as R is increased from 4/3 in Figure 5 (b) to 5/2 in Figure 5 (a) . So for values of R less than the critical value for the graph, branch sizes are increasing with increasing R. But for values of R greater than the critical value, branch sizes are decreasing with increasing R. For values of R close to but less than the critical value, branch sizes tend to be large since positive nodes have to be combined to support negative nodes. But as R increases to values greater than the critical value, branch sizes would decrease, since fewer positive nodes have to be combined to form strong branches. This critical value of R is dependent on other characteristics of the graph. For the same set of arcs, if a graph has a larger number of positive nodes, then a larger number of a node's descendants may be positive nodes, so the critical value of R would be lower. For the same set of nodes, if a graph has a larger set of arcs, then the critical value of R would be higher.
To con rm that the change in performance is indeed caused by an increase in the branch size we recorded the maximum number of nodes that were updated for each of the 30 runs. This corresponds to the maximum branch size throughout the algorithm. The results are reported in Table 4 . This e ect of the ratio R on the running time of LG has been observed in all of our experiments. To demonstrate the full range of dependence we generated additional random graphs to cover the full possible range of R.
As before, the total number of nodes in these graphs is 54,000 and the average number of positive nodes is 8,000. The negative node weights are uniformly distributed between -160 and -170. To generate graphs with R values 4.7, 5.3, 6.0, 6.6, 7.8, and 9.1 respectively, the positive weights are uniformly distributed between 700 and 800, between 800 and 900, between 900 and 1000, between 1000 and 1100, between 1200 and 1300, and between 1400 and 1500 respectively.
For each value of R, 10 random graphs are generated. Each node has 6 outgoing edges, and the endpoints of the edges are randomly chosen among all the nodes in the graph. Since there are only 8,000 positive nodes out of a total of 54,000 nodes, on the average less than one of the outgoing edges for each node would be pointing to a positive node. The results are listed in Table 5 .
As R increases, there is initially an increase in the average running time, followed by a decrease in the average running time. The results show that the critical value of R for these graphs is around 6. At R = 5:3, the number of nodes in the maximum closure is 0, but at R = 6:0, the number is increased to an average of 53885. The average number of iterations and the average amount of time spent per iteration are higher than in the open pit graphs due to the higher average number of descendants per node. We modify here several characteristics of the mine in order to measure the e ect of these features on the algorithms' performance. We change the size and number of ore clusters, the mine size in terms of number of blocks, and the edge pattern in terms of the outdegree of each node.
Size and number of ore clusters
We refer to the size of the ore clusters in the rst set of experiments as regular. For the next 10 sets of data, the size of the ore clusters is halved. Then in the following 10 sets of data, the size of the ore clusters is doubled. We will refer to these two sizes as small and large respectively. For the small ore clusters, 20 ore clusters are generated for each data set, whereas for the large ore clusters, 5 are generated. This keeps the total number of positive blocks in each data set close to constant. The rest of the parameters remain unchanged. Hence, compared to the initial data sets, the only change is in the distribution of the positive blocks. n is 54,000, m is 356,350, the lower bound on the number of positive nodes is 8,000, and the values of R for the low, medium, and high value distributions remain at 2.72, 3.35, and 4.05 respectively on the original graphs, and the reciprocals of these values for the reverse graphs. The results are listed in Table 6 . The push-relabel algorithm is not greatly a ected by large ore clusters, but its performance is improved compared to the regular ore clusters when the ore clusters are small. When the ore clusters are small, the average number of arcs from a positive node to a negative node in the open pit network is also small. Since the negative nodes are the only nodes with arcs to the sink, this means that the average distance from positive nodes to the sink is also short. Hence, the computation time of the push-relabel algorithm is reduced. The average times spent per iteration remain at around 70 microseconds for PrFGlD and around 40 microseconds for PrLGp, the same as for the experiments in Small ore clusters do bene t the LG algorithm while large clusters adversely a ect it. Since for each value distribution R is the same for the small and large ore cluster data sets, the di erence in running time can be attributed to the distribution of the positive nodes. When the ore clusters are small, the average number of overlying blocks would be smaller than when the ore clusters are large. Accordingly, the average branch size in the normalized tree would be smaller. Our empirical results show that when the ore clusters are small, the CPU times spent per iteration are 2.0, 1.3, and 1.4 milliseconds (2.3, 1.5, and 1.6 milliseconds for the reverse graphs) for the low, medium, and high value distributions respectively. When the ore clusters are large, the times spent per iteration are increased to 2.9, 3.2, and 3.1 milliseconds (3.1, 2.9, and 2.9 milliseconds for the reverse graphs) for the three distributions. Notice that for the large ore clusters, the average computation time is increased from the low value distribution to the medium value distribution. This is due to the fact that the number of nodes in the maximum closure increased from 17795 to 20432. To get data sets with twice the number of ore clusters we generate 10 data sets with 20 ore clusters and the lower bound on the number of positive blocks is doubled to 16,000.
For graphs with double the number of (regular-sized) ore clusters, the results are listed in Table 7 . On the reverse graphs, the performance of the push-relabel algorithms is improved across the board. When the number of ore clusters is doubled, the number of feasible pits that are pro table to mine is also increased, this makes reversing the network even more bene cial. On the original graphs, the performance of the push-relabel algorithms remains relatively stable, except that PrFGlD slows down. As the number of positive blocks is increased, the amount of ow sent from the source is also increased, so the algorithm has more excess ow to process and push. The average times spent per iteration remain at approximately 70 microseconds for PrFGlD and approximately 40 microseconds for PrLGp.
LG runs about twice as fast for the low and medium value distributions on these graphs as on the set of graphs with approximately half the number of positive blocks in Table 3 . This is attributed to the sizes of the branches in the normalized tree: with approximately twice as many positive blocks, and a corresponding reduction in the number of negative blocks, the branches of the normalized tree are kept small. The low average times spent per iteration, 1.5, 1.2, and 1.3 milliseconds (1.6, 1.3, and 1.3 milliseconds for the reverse graphs) for the low, medium, and high distributions respectively, con rms this explanation.
Dimensions Graph
LG There is a concern in the mining industry that as the number of nodes in the open pit graph increases, the algorithms will not be able to produce the optimal pit in reasonable amount of time. To test for the rate of increase in the running time as a function of mine size, we increase the dimensions of the economic block models for the next set of experiments. For the next 10 sets of data, the dimensions of the economic block model are increased from 20 45 60 to 20 64 85. Each of these models has 108,800 blocks, approximately doubling the number of blocks in all the previous models, each of which has 54,000 blocks. Accordingly, we double the number of ore clusters to 20 and double the lower bound on the total number of positive blocks to 16,000. The weights of the positive blocks are generated according to the medium value distribution. The rest of the parameters are the same as in the rst set of experiments in Section 5. In these data sets, n = 108; 800, m = 356; 350, R = 3:35 for the original graphs, and the lower bound on the number of positive nodes is 16,000.
To test the algorithms on yet larger mines, the dimensions are next increased to 25 70 93, creating 162,750 blocks, tripling the number of blocks in the models in the previous sections. The number of ore clusters is increased to 25, and the lower bound on the total number of positive blocks is set to be 24,000. As before, positive block weights are generated according to the medium value distribution, and the other parameters are the same as in the rst set of experiments in Section 5. Here, n = 162; 750, m = 356; 350, R = 3:35 for the original graphs, and the lower bound on the number of positive nodes is 24,000.
The results are listed in Table 8 . We compare these results to the computation times for the medium value ore blocks distribution (without preprocessing) for the 20 45 60 mines in Table 3 .1. For the 20 64 85 mines, LG's average running time more than triples, and PrLGp and PrFGlD's average running times more than double. For the 25 70 93 mines, the average running time for LG is about six times that for the 20 45 60 mines, while the average running times for PrFGlD and PrLGp are approximately tripled. This performance is graphed in Figure  6 .
The average times spent per iteration remain stable at approximately 60 to 70 microseconds for PrFGlD and at approximately 40 microseconds for PrLGp. For the 20 64 85 mines, the average time spent per iteration of the LG algorithm is increased from 2.25 milliseconds to 3.3 milliseconds (3.5 milliseconds for the reverse graphs). For the 25 70 93 mines, it is further increased to 4.3 milliseconds (5.2 milliseconds for the reverse graphs). The average number of iterations is also increased from 42,150 to 92,718 for the 20 64 85 mines and to 133,520 for the 25 70 93 mines. Table 9 : Average system times (standard deviation) for large mines
One feature in which the LG algorithm has an advantage is that the push-relabel algorithm has a much larger memory requirement than the LG algorithm. For each edge in the open pit graph, it is su cient for the LG algorithm to store the edge and the mass that the edge supports. However, for the push-relabel algorithm, each arc (i; j) has to be on node i's edge list as well as node j's, and the capacities of both arc (i; j) and arc (j; i) have to be stored.
As a result, when the data set is large and cannot be stored entirely in the main memory, the push-relabel algorithm will consume more system time.
The system times for the set of experiments on large mines are listed in Table 9 . The di erence is dramatic. PrFGlD requires a large amount of system time since for each globalrelabeling step, the edge lists of the nodes have to be scanned, and this data has to be brought into the main memory in turn. Thus, when the amount of memory is small but the data set is large, the e ciency of PrFGlD is substantially decreased.
Choice of edge pattern
We ran the experiments for three types of edge patterns. In addition to the 1:5:9 pattern used in the basic experiments, we ran also the Knight's move and the 22 edge pattern. The conclusion is that the increase in the node outdegree and thus the total number of edges degrades the performances of the algorithms.
For this set of experiments, we use the economic block models from Section 5, where n = 54; 000, the values of R for the low, medium, and high value distributions are 2.72, 3.35, and 4.05 respectively on the original graphs, and the lower bound on the number of positive nodes is 8,000. The di erence is in the edge pattern that is used to generate the edges in the open pit graphs.
In the rst set of experiments, the knight's move pattern, shown in Figure 3 (b) , is used to generate the edges. This pattern generates 13 edges for each node. The graphs created using this pattern have approximately twice the number of edges as those in Section 5 as for the 1:5:9 pattern the average node degree is 7. We will refer to these graphs as knight's move graphs.
For these graphs the number of edges, m = 618; 918.
In the second set of experiments, the 22-edge pattern described by Caccetta and Giannini CG88] is used. Compared to the 1:5:9 pattern the number of edges is more than tripled. We refer to these graphs as 22-edge graphs. For these graphs, m = 980; 324.
The average computation times and the standard deviations are listed in Table 10 . The preprocessing times are included in the computation times in Table 10 (a). We use this data in the next section to evaluate the e ectiveness of the preprocessing technique.
The results in Table 10 show that the push-relabel algorithms still outperform LG by a wide margin. We compare these running times with the corresponding running times reported in Table 3 , which are running times for graphs corresponding to the same economic block models but with approximately half the number of edges. The push-relabel algorithms show an increase in the average running time of approximately 35% to 50%. The average time spent per discharge step is increased from around 70 microseconds to approximately 110 microseconds for PrFGlD, and increased from around 40 microseconds to approximately 70 microseconds for PrLGp. The number of discharge steps remains relatively stable. The average times per iteration for LG are slightly higher than before at 3.89, 2.46, and 1.70 microseconds (2.60, 2.60, and 1.69 microseconds for the reverse graphs) for the low, medium, and high value distributions respectively.
Comparing the average running times in Tables 10 (a) and 10 (b), the push-relabel algorithms demonstrate approximately 50% increase in computation time as the number of edges in the edge generation pattern is increased from 13 to 22. The average time spent per discharge step is further increased from 110 microseconds to approximately 175 microseconds for PrFGlD, and further increased from around 70 microseconds to approximately 105 microseconds for PrLGp. The number of discharge steps remains relatively stable. The average times per iteration for LG are increased considerably at 5.03, 3.48 and 2.72 microseconds (4.50, 4.60, and 3.10 microseconds for the reverse graphs) for the low, medium, and high value distributions respectively. This shows the importance of carefully choosing an edge pattern to generate the edges in the open pit graph, and preferring, if possible, patterns with small node outdegrees.
We compare the optimal solutions derived for the same mines but di erent edge patterns. The less restricting edge pattern -the knight's move, gives a higher optimal value. The di erence in the number of blocks in the optimal pits for the two types of graphs is less than 1%. The optimal values for the 1:5:9 graphs are 1% to 2% lower than that of the knight's move graphs. Since each node on an even layer in the 1:5:9 graphs has more descendants than its corresponding node in the knight's move graphs, more negative blocks will have to be excavated to uncover an ore cluster. This can render an ore cluster unpro table to mine, or decrease its pro ts. The lesson is to not include slope restrictions that are not essential, as these tend to reduce the set of feasible mines and have an adverse e ect on operational pro ts.
Preprocessing
In this section, we review the concept of preprocessing and its validity. We then test the e ectiveness of preprocessing the input data.
LG It is e ective if the amount of running time it uses is less than the amount it saves to solve the problem of the reduced sise.
The preprocessing approach is based on relaxing the slope requirements in a problem. This relaxation is equivalent to the relaxion of some of the precedence constraints in the formulation. Using an algorithm that is computationally very e cient (typically linear time) to compute the optimal solution with the relaxed slope requirements, the goal is to derive a solution (pit) that contains the optimal pit.
We say that the slope requirement of 60 o is more restrictive than the slope requirement of 45 o , or 45 o 60 o . With a slope requirement of 60 o each positive weight block is associated with a larger cone that needs to be removed, compared to the size of the cone associated with a 45 o slope requirement. Given two di erent slope requirements s 0 and s 1 , s 1 s 0 indicates that s 0 is a more restrictive slope requirement than s 1 . We call a mining problem relaxed if it is solved for a less restrictive slope requirement than prescribed.
The idea of preprocessing is to apply a fast algorithm the purpose of which is to reduce the size of the problem. We consider the size of the problem reduced if a a proper subset of blocks has been identi ed in the preprocessing step that is guaranteed to contain the optimal solution. The fast algorithm will use a less restrictive slope requirement than is called for that permits to solve the relaxed problem very fast.
Solving the relaxed problem for a less restrictive slope s 1 results in a pit P 1 which does not necessarily contain the optimal pit for s 0 , P 0 . To guarantee that it does, let the closure of P 1 with respect to s 0 be denoted by P 1 (s 0 ). While it is not necessarily the case that P 0 P 1 (s 0 ) one can prove that if P 1 = ; then P 0 = ;. Lemma 8.1 Let s 1 s 0 . If the solution to the relaxed problem for slope s 1 , P 1 , is empty for a block model V, then the optimal solution for s 0 , P 0 , also satis es, P 0 = ;. Proof: If P 0 is not empty, then it is a feasible pit also for s 1 . Thus, P 0 must have a negative value, else P 1 would not be optimal for s 1 . But then a nonempty optimal pit is never negative.
The claim of the Lemma is used to generate a pit that is guaranteed to contain an optimal pit by calling repeated for the solution of the relaxed problem on a set of blocks from which we remove with each call the pit found for the less restrictive slope requirement and its closure with respect to s 0 . When in the remaining set of blocks the solution set to the relaxed problem is empty, then the process terminates. The following algorithm is a formal statement of this approach. Algorithm Preprocess produces a pit contour V that contains For an algorithm solving a relaxed problem, consider for instance Lerchs and Grossmann's two-dimensional pit optimization algorithm LG65]. The algorithm works for a 2-dimensional rectangular grid with slope requirements of 45 o , i.e. from each block to the three blocks directly above and diagonally above it:
Algorithm Two-Dimensional Pit (B m n = fb ij g) M ij = P i k=1 b kj , for i = 1; : : :; m, for j = 1; : : :; n, f the value of the single column above the block in row i and column j. g P 0j = 0 for j = 1; : : :; n. The value of P ij computed is the value of the optimal pit restricted to columns 1; : : :; j with the constraint that it includes block i; j. The value returned, P max , indicates the value of the optimal pit. The optimal pit contour can be traced by backtracking from the block where the value of P max is attained. This algorithm was used in our experiments for preprocessing.
The average running times with preprocessing are shown in Table 11 . Comparing these with the corresponding computation times in Table 3 without preprocessing reveals that preprocessing is not e ective on our data sets. The reduction in the number of blocks in the input data varies from 27% to 45%, and the optimal pits contain 35% to 73% of the blocks in the reduced models, with an average of 59%. The increase in the overall running times is attributed to the time required to run the preprocessing algorithm.
The results given for the knight's move graphs with and without preprocessing, in Table 10 (a) further con rm the conclusions from Table 11 .
We should point out that Giannini et al. GCKC91] found preprocessing to be a very e ective strategy. Their experiments were run on data sets from two gold mines. For the rst data set, a series of experiments was run in which rst the block size is varied and then the slope requirement is varied. In these experiments, preprocessing reduced the number of blocks by an average of 85%, and the optimal pits contain an average of 87% of the blocks in the reduced block models. For the second set of data, preprocessing reduced the number of blocks by 96%, and the optimal pit contains 59% of the blocks in the reduced block model.
LG One noticeable di erence between our data sets and Giannini et al.'s data sets is the percentage of blocks contained in the optimal pit. In our data sets, for the low value ore blocks distribution, an average of 35% of the blocks is contained in the optimal pits, and for the medium and high value ore blocks distributions, the averages are 37% and 43% respectively. In Giannini et al.'s rst data set an average of 13% of the blocks is contained in the optimal pits, and in the second data set, only 2% of the blocks is contained in the optimal pit. This explains their success in preprocessing, since their data sets contain a huge number of blocks that are not pro table to mine and most of these are removed by preprocessing.
Parametric analysis
The current practice for conducting parametric analysis is by repeated applications of the optimization procedure while taking advantage of the fact that for a monotone sequence of parameter values the pits are nested: The problem is solved for the parameter value yielding the smallest pit. The blocks of that pit are guaranteed to be included in subsequent solutions, and thus may be removed in order to reduce the problem size. We refer to this approach as repeated application. In contrast, our parametric approach is to retain the state of the network, i.e. the distance labels, the ow values on the edges for push-relabel, and the normalized tree for LG. This information is then used as a starting state for the next application of the parameter value.
The parametric push-relabel algorithm retains distance labels and ow as the parameter is increased from one value to the next. This algorithm was proved to have the same complexity as a single run of push-relabel GGT89]. Parametric LG retains the same branches in the normalized tree from one parameter value to the next, only some branches are then identi ed as strong whereas with the previous parameter they were weak. This parametric algorithm also has the same complexity as a single run of the LG algorithm Hoc96].
The two versions of the parametric push-relabel algorithm are denoted with the pre x P. When push-relabel is implemented so that the computation restarts for every new parameter value (while deleting the blocks in the previously selected pit), the distance labels are reinitialized and these push-relabel implementations are repeated applications and have the pre x of R. The same notation is used for LG with the notation of PLG and RLG for the parametric and repeated versions respectively.
We compared the performance of PLG and PPrLGp with repeated applications of LG and PrLGp for sensitivity analysis. By repeated applications, we mean that we take advantage of the fact that the series of pits generated through sensitivity analysis, for monotone increasing parameter values, is nested, but reinitialize the normalized tree for LG and the distance labels for push-relabel. Since the pits are nested, once a pit P i is found, we know that all the larger pits in the series will contain all the blocks in P i . Hence, when computing the larger pits, all the blocks in P i can be removed from the model. This reduces the problem size, and hence the computation time.
9.1 Data generation for parametric runs
LG and PrLGp are rst modi ed so that they accept the same set of input data as PLG and PPrLGp. Instead of having a single block weight for each node, these implementations now accept two values, cost(i) and metal(i), for each node i. The input also includes a monotonically increasing sequence of parameter values. We will refer to these revised implementations as RLG (repeated applications of LG) and RPrLGp (repeated applications of PrLGp).
For simplicity we assume that the weight of block i is a function of the form cost(i) + metal(i), where cost(i) is the cost (negative quantity) of excavating block i, metal(i) is the amount of metal contained in block i, and is the unit price of the metal. Thus, the input data for the parametric algorithms consists of two values for each block, the cost and the metal amount, rather than the metal value. The value of cost(i) for a block i is the weight of block i if i is a waste block. cost(i) is derived with the same distribution as was used for generating the negative block weights in the previous experiments.
As for metal, instead of de ning a new distribution to generate these values, we use the positive block weights generated according to the medium value ore blocks distribution to compute them. Suppose the positive weight m(i) is generated for block i. Then metal(i) is computed as metal(i) = (m(i) ? cost(i))= , where cost(i) is assigned according to the same cost distribution as previously, and is arbitrarily set to 30.
Similarly, data sets with small and large ore clusters, and with double the number of small ore clusters are generated based on the corresponding data sets in Section 5. For each di erent ore cluster size and quantity, 10 data sets are generated. The sequence of parameter values for all of the experiments is set to be 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50.
Empirical results of parametric runs
In order to avoid having to start RLG and RPrLGp manually for each parameter value, we have also modi ed these implementations so that they re-start automatically. RLG (RPrLGp) starts by computing the rst set of node weights (arc capacities) according to cost, metal, and the rst parameter value. Then it computes the optimal pit in this graph in the same way that LG (PrLGp) computes the optimal pit in a graph. After the optimal pit is obtained, all the nodes contained in the optimal pit are removed from the graph. In the remaining graph, the node weights (arc capacities) are updated according to the next parameter value. Then RLG (RPrLGp) re-initializes the graph according to the initialization step of LG (PrLGp) and computes the next optimal pit. This process is repeated until the optimal pit for each parameter value has been computed.
All four implementations generate as output a series of nested pits, where each pit is optimal with respect to the corresponding parameter value. The average computation times, excluding input and output times, and the standard deviations, are shown in Table 12 PPrLGp performs the best in all cases, and is much more e cient than PLG. The results also show that the parametric algorithms are more e cient than applying the non-parametric algorithms repeatedly for sensitivity analysis. PLG shows a 23% to 44% improvement over RLG, and the improvement is most signi cant for the cases where the previous sections' experiments show that LG is slow. PPrLGp shows a 12% to 22% speed up over RPrLGp. This improvement is less signi cant than that of the parametric LG algorithm over the non-parametric LG algorithm. We discuss this further in the next section.
The reverse graphs are not used in these experiments. Reversing a network is bene cial when the number of groups of ore blocks that are pro table to mine is high. This is not expected to be the case in these experiments. In these experiments, the sequence of parameter values starts at a low value and increases gradually. Hence, the number of groups of ore blocks that are pro table to mine is increased gradually. Furthermore, the optimal pit corresponding to each parameter value is removed from the graph after it is computed. Therefore, for each application of the algorithms, the number of groups of ore blocks that are pro table to mine is expected to be small.
Notice that the running times of push-relabel are larger than those for a single parameter application although the complexity bound for single parameter and multiple parameters is the same, GGT89]. This is because in these runs the running time gets closer to the worst case complexity bound, whereas for single runs the algorithm typically performs much better than predicted by the complexity bound.
One reason for the degraded performance is that in the parametric network, the capacities of the arcs (v; t) are non-increasing functions of . When the arc capacities are updated some arc capacities (v; t) decrease and become lower than the ow value on the arc. In that case the extra ow amount becomes excess at node v, and the algorithm has to perform discharge steps to remove the excess. The more often that this happens, the more work the parametric push-relabel algorithm would have to perform.
In the parametric open pit network, for every node v with metal(v) > 0, the capacity of the arc (v; t) is decreasing towards zero. So potentially, PPrLGp has to deal with excess created at each of these nodes v because of a decrease in the capacity of the arc (v; t). This explains why in our experiments, PPrLGp does not show as signi cant an advantage over RPrLGp (a 12% to 22% speed up) as PLG does over RLG (a 23% to 44% speed up).
10 Experiment on real data from a gold deposit
The implementations LG and PrLGp were tested on data obtained from Newmont Gold Company. The data represents a gold mine given as a set of blocks and an edge pattern.
The format of the input data di ers from the standard input format required for the GOLD program which needs the full description of the complete set of edges as input. While it is possible in principle to generate the network, this network corresponding to the gold mine has close to one billion arcs so storage becomes a di culty. Our implementations LG and PrLGp were modi ed to accept an economic block model and an edge pattern as input. Parts of the open pit graph are generated as needed by the algorithms. The GOLD program PrFGlD was not modi ed to accept implicitly the network since it is not our own implementation and we treat it as a black box.
The dimensions of the mine, in terms of blocks, are 56 101 131, with 12,573 positive blocks, 369,140 negative blocks and 359,223 air blocks. Each block has dimensions of 50 ft. 50 ft. 20 ft. The slope requirement is set at a 45 o angle, and the edge pattern consists of 1849 edges, i.e. the number of successors of each node is 1849. Since the data is proprietary, we are not permitted to describe its characteristics. The experiments con rm however the fact that the push-relabel algorithm is much more e cient than the LG algorithm.
The experiments were run on a 100Mhz SGI challenge (IP19) computer system with 640MB of memory and 1MB secondary cache. The running time (excluding input and output times) for LG is 19,558 seconds, while that for PrLGp is 2,391 seconds on the original network and 1,858 seconds on the reverse network. The running time of PrLGp on the reverse network is better than that of LG by a factor of more than 10. This is consistent with our experiments on generated data, where the push-relabel algorithm outperforms the LG algorithm by a wide margin.
Concluding remarks
We study here two algorithms for the open pit mining problem, or, equivalently, minimum cut on closure graphs. We demonstrate that the push-relabel algorithm has a superior performance to that of Lerchs Grossmann's algorithm for open pit mining problems for all types of mine data we tested. LG algorithm has however an advantage with its use of system time and reduced storage requirements.
We provide an analysis that explains the reasons for the lack of robustness of LG algorithm and predicts its performance on various mine data depending on the features of the data. Speci cally we demonstrate that LG is sensitive to the weight distribution in the given input, and we provide the ratio quantity between the total positive and negative weights as the one parameter that predicts the performance of LG algorithm. Both LG algorithm and the pushrelabel algorithm bene t from applying the algorithm to the reverse graph. For the push-relabel algorithm this bene t is more pronounced and consistent.
LG algorithm not only has larger running times than any of the push-relabel variants, but also it has a rate of growth with input size that is substantially worse than that of the push-relabel algorithm.
We tested a parametric implementation of both the push-relabel and the LG algorithm, and demonstrated that the concept of maintaining distance labels for push-relabel and the normalized tree structure for the LG algorithm between consecutive applications of di erent parameter values reduces the overall running time compared to the commonly used approach.
Finally, we demonstrate that the choice of edge pattern a ects the running time of all the algorithms we tested, where patterns that have higher node degrees require greater amounts of run time.
While the performance of LG demonstrated here is inferior to that of the push-relabel, this does not preclude the possibility that variants of the algorithm could perform well. This is so if the variants have features built in to address the current weaknesses in the LG's performance. Indeed, we are undertaking now the implementation of the strongly polynomial variant of the LG algorithm Hoc96] which has theoretical complexity similar to push-relabel. We plan to investigate whether this algorithm can be implemented so it has comparable performance or perhaps even superior to that of the push-relabel algorithm. We also plan to investigate newly developed implementations of the push-relabel algorithm, some of which appear promising in our preliminary study.
